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Abstract
The variables that can potentially impact the print quality of a digital file have
necessitated the additional workflow step of
"preflighting."
Preflighting is a process by
which all elements of a digital file are checked to ensure that they will properly work in a
production workflow. This enables problems to be fixed as early as possible in the
workflow and not hold up the printing process. Preflighting was originally a manual
process, but can now be handled by software.
The effectiveness and accuracy ofpreflighting software was tested by creating files to
include common errors, such as fonts not embedded or missing, wrong color space,
image resolution too low, wrong file formats and improperly set bleeds. These files were
run through preflighting software and a record was kept ofwhether or not the preflight
software identified these common errors. Printed output from these files was then
compared to the list of flagged errors from the reports generated by the preflight
software. In turn, the output was verified to determine whether the errors affected the
final output.
Adobe InDesign CS Preflight, Markzware FlightCheck 5.5 and PitStop Professional
6. 1 were selected to determine their effectiveness in detecting and reporting errors that
most commonly impact print reproduction quality. The tests conducted showed that none
of the three software packages tested wa completely effective in detecting and reporting
vn
errors. FlightCheck was the most effective software in detecting errors in the native and
PDF files. PitStop flagged more errors that affected output, but all programs flagged too
many errors that did not affect output.
InDesign Preflight was only effective at flagging RGB errors, while FlightCheckwas
the most effective at catching common errors. Both FlightCheck and PitStop had
problems detecting image color and file format problems in PDF files. This leads to the
conclusion that it is best not to rely completely on preflighting software. It is best to use





The digital revolution has provided creative professionals with more tools with which
to be creative, and consequently has required these creative professionals to become more
technically savvy. As prepress production continues to decentralize, creative
professionals are increasingly responsible for creating technically sound files that are
assured to meet quality expectations as they progress through print production. To ensure
that creative professionals are properly setting up files so that they are print-ready,
preflighting has become a vital step in the workflow. Preflighting software allows
creative professionals to check files for errors such as missing fonts, wrong color space
and low image resolution, all ofwhich can derail the prepress process. However, there is
no way to know before the piece is printed ifpreflighting software is doing a complete
and accurate job ofdetecting errors.
The objective of this research is to determine whether preflighting software does a
complete and accurate job of detecting errors that could prevent the correct printing of a
file.
Background and Significance
Prior to the digital revolution, a designer was simply responsible for design. A
workflow would include the creative professional making sketches. A typesetter would
then create the type, a camera operator would make halftones of any images, inkers
would handle the line art and a stripper would put it all together before the job would be
handed off to the printer.
Today, a creative professional, using software tools, would be able to handle all these
jobs. In the past, people who had a hand in the job were merely required to be an expert
in their specific task. As is now common in the field, one person is expected to be an
expert in most tasks and be able to create digital files that are devoid of all technical




Preflight software can aid the creative professional by identifying the problems that
can prevent a job from printing accurately. Printers and service providers frequently
recommend preflighting files prior to sending them in. It is not uncommon now to see
some design and imaging programs that integrate preflight into the software as part of the
software operations, providing further evidence that preflight software is becoming a
major part of day-to-day operations in the graphic arts.
As a creative professional I was involved in the creation and production of digital
files. Proper techniques were learned through trial and error. Eventually, I learned how to
produce digital files that were able to pass through prepress without any problems.
However, I did notice that most ofmy colleagues were unable to produce good digital
files and that there was a reliance on preflighting software to help them in finding
problems wth their files. I also noticed that many new creative professionals, working
their first job straight out of design schools, did not know the proer ways to create a
digital file and all its elements. Further research into a number ofdesign school
cirriculums showed that production was not always taught.
Since preflighting software is receommended as a final step before sending a file to
the printer or converting it to a Portable Document Format (PDF) file, I felt that it would
be interesting to see just how accurate preflighting software is and whether it should be
blindly trusted.
Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
Introduction
It is imperative that creative and premedia professionals collaborate to produce the
best possible printed piece; however, the relationship between them does not always
progress smoothly. Increased capabilities due to automation, demand for lower costs and
faster turnaround have both sides doing more. For example, creative professionals are
now often responsible for proofing and preflighting files.
Traditionally, the only goal of the creative professional was to create an aesthetically
pleasing piece, with no concern for the technical aspect of the process that followed.
Developments in the graphic arts industry in the last twenty years have changed the role
of the creative professional, who is now expected to use a computer and a variety of
programs. They must also know how to choose fonts, scan images and choose the correct
resolution for the job to be printed correctly. If an electronic file is set up improperly, it
can result in increased costs and delays in production.
Methods exist that can help creative professionals create acceptable files. One such
method is preflighting, a technique that checks the components of a file to ensure that all
the necessary elements are present. There are various programs that will check files for
fonts, images and page sizes. For example, a PDF file takes a native file, fonts and
images and combines them into a self-contained file format, which allows for one file to
be sent to prepress but does not account for mistakes made when creating a PDF. Various
settings can be used to create a PDF, with some settings resulting in files that are not
optimal for quality printing. In addition, if the parts used to create a PDF are improperly
created in the first place, the resulting PDF itselfwill be problematic.
Ultimately, it comes down to a shared responsibility between creative and premedia
professionals to ensure that files are made correctly. Although a creative professional is
unable to detect every possible problem, with a little knowledge and assistance from
prepress, most problems can be corrected before any additional costs are introduced.
Preflight and the desktop revolution are realtively new aspects of the graphic arts and
there is a limited amount of reference information available.
Preflighting
Preflighting is a step that can help reduce the chances of problematic files being sent
to a printer. The term preflight, which was originated by ChuckWeger to demonstrate the
similarities between checking a plane before takeoff and checking a file to see if it is
ready to print, includes three stages: gathering information, reviewing the file and
outputting hardcopy proofs. All three stages must be completed for preflight to be
successful in the workflow (O'Quinn, 2000).
Unfortunately, many creative professionals do not follow all three steps effectively,
as many are unfamiliar with how to format files properly and continue to send jobs to
printers that are missing images or fonts, have page sizes set incorrectly or have the
wrong colors. With the emphasis and pressure on the creative professional to be creative,
many managers do not want to burden them with technical problems (Leland, 2001).
EPS the Digital Workflow Group, formerly known as the Electronic Prepress
Section, is a special section of the Print Industries ofAmerica, Inc. (PIA) and is dedicated
to prepress and digital workflow. In 1999, 2000 and 2001 EPS conducted a survey
regarding the practice ofpreflighting among their members. The results of the survey
indicated that almost all respondents conducted preflighting. Furthermore, the survey
showed that while almost all companies did some preflighting, only 50 percent conducted
preflight on all of the files they received (Gentile, 2002).
Fixing Problems
Although preflighting can help pinpoint problems with the files, it does not correct
them. In 2002, over 95 percent of the respondents in the EPS study said they fixed easy
problems for their customers. However, what was considered an easy problem varied
between companies, with the most commonly mentioned easy-to-fix problems being
RGB to CMYK conversions, bleeds and font issues (Gentile, 2002).
Some companies will correct the easy-to-fix problems for free, while others will
charge to fix the problem. The length of time considered
"free"
varies from five to sixty
minutes, with no company indicating that they would spend more than 60 minutes for
free. The hourly rates to fix problems also ranged from twenty dollars to one hundred and
fifty dollars, with close to half of the companies surveyed indicating that they inform the
customer of the cost to fix the problems (Gentile, 2002).
There are other alternatives to assist creative professionals with properly setting up
their files, with the hope of fixing problems before they occur. Some companies have a
designated person on staff that handles workflow problems by proactively contacting
customers and asking about the files that are being built. Additional solutions include
providing seminars to teach the client how to set up a file properly. Ultimately, each
printer handles his or her clients differently and it continues to be a slow uphill process to
educate them about potential troubleshooting during the creative process (Leland, 2001).
PDF
Portable Document Format (PDF), while not originally created specifically for this
purpose, has been used as a file format to transfer files from creative professionals to
prepress. Due to the fact that PDF can offer a smaller, single platform-independent file
containing all the graphic elements needed to complete a job, it offers great promise. On
the other hand, there are multiple ways to make a PDF, with some methods resulting in
the PDF not being "ready to
print"
(Shaffer, 2002).
Many professionals consider PDF to be a pre-preflighted format and more reliable
than native files in converting onscreen pixels into ink on paper. Christopher Smith writes
in Real WorldAdobe Acrobat 6 that he would convert application files to PDF files to
troubleshoot them, regardless if they were going to be converted to EPS or Postscript.
The logic behind the conversion was that if the file could be distilled without problems,
then it could be processed without problems as well.
The Graphic Arts Technical Foundation (GATF) conducted a survey ofmembers in
2002 regarding the use of PDF files in the graphic arts. In particular, one question asked
about the most common problems encountered when receiving PDF files from clients.











For almost 20 years, missing fonts, RGB images, inadequate image resolutions and
other issues that result in "bad
files"
have vexed the graphic arts community.
Furthermore, all the more frustrating is the fact that these problems are commonly known
and, in most cases, easy to remedy. Addressing the disconnect between the creative and
production stages of the process is critical to understanding why issues with files have
persisted through today. Those creating the files have been largely shielded from the
consequences of their creative decisions, and as a result, have not been sufficiently
motivated to modify their practices (Smith, February 2004).
As mentioned previously, the problems associated with improperly created files can
result in additional costs to the client and delays in printing. Matt Kelly, vice president of
Graphic Dimensions in San Antonio, says that some clients "have told us that they
stopped doing business with another printer because of all the
charges."
He maintains
that graphic designers are left-brained people who do not like to get into a lot of technical
detail (Smith, February 2004). As a result, Graphic Dimensions does not charge their
clients for changes, unless they are extensive, and even then clients are provided the
opportunity to correct any problems themselves.
Many prepress shops prefer that creative professionals focus on what they know best
and leave the prepress to the experts, as designers should not be responsible for traps and
dot gain, especially if they are unaware of the press the job will be run on.
Elements ofDigital Files
The two main elements of a digital file are fonts and images. Fonts can be a
combination ofPostScript, TrueType and OpenType fonts; however, the elements that
make up an image have more variation. There are many different formats an image can
be saved as, among them TIFF, EPS, JPEG, GIF and PDF (see page 12). Color is an
important part of an image as well. Images can consist of spot colors, RGB and CMYK
(see page 1 1), as well as color profiles and resolution.
Fonts. There are three types of fonts available on a Macintosh computer: Postscript,
TrueType and OpenType. Postscript has been the standard for scalable fonts and until
recently, when Apple started to replace them with TrueType and OpenType fonts, were
the most popular type of fonts.
Both TrueType and PostScript formats consist of algorithms with which an outline
font can be rasterized in pixels for display. The Linotype (www.linotype.com) describes
PostScript fonts as specialized forms of the PostScript programming language, whereas
TrueType fonts consist of a TrueType rasterizer and the TrueType font. While TrueType
fonts are not created with the PostScript language, they are essentially the same, and it
would prove difficult to identify a font as TrueType or PostScript on a printed piece.
OpenType fonts are a new standard, jointly defined by Adobe and Microsoft.
According to the Open Type Q&A on the Adobe website (www.adobe.com), these fonts
are based on TrueType, and can contain both PostScript and TrueType font outlines.
Postscript and TrueType fonts allow for only 256 glyphs, or characters, per font. In
contrast, OpenType fonts may contain more than 65,000 glyphs, which allows a single
font file to contain many nonstandard glyphs, such as old-style figures, true small
capitals, fractions, swashes, superiors, inferiors, titling letters, contextual and stylistic
alternates, and a full range of ligatures. Many newer versions of programs support
OpenType fonts.
An adage in graphic design is that TrueType fonts should not be used in files, nor
should more than one type of font be used, as they are unable to be processed. Although
this may have been true in the past, newer equipment is now able to handle multiple types
of fonts in one document. By including all three types of fonts in Test Form 3, this adage
will be tested.
Color Spaces. RGB is an additive color process that is primarily used in monitors.
CMYK is a subtractive color process that is used in nearly all output devices. In fact,
color can vary between different RGB devices; two different monitors might not display
the same colors the same way. This is also true ofCMYK output devices. Since images
are viewed as RGB, they must be converted to CMYK to be printed. However, this is
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problematic because the CMYK color gamut does not contain all the colors that the RGB
color gamut contains. This can lead to an unexpected color conversion and in turn,
images that are not converted properly will not print as expected.
Color management assists in the conversion of images from one color space to a
second. Each device used for input, output or display has differences in their color space.
International Color Consortium (ICC) profiles characterize how a monitor displays color
and how a printer prints color and, when used to convert an image from RGB to CMYK,
will aid in making the image more predictable on a particular device.
Since the CMYK gamut is limited, spot colors are used to expand the gamut. The
Pantone Matching System is an excellent example of spot colors, and consists of
premixed ink that matches a patch in a booklet that creative professionals can reference.
Some spot colors are within the CMYK gamut and can be converted to CMYK with good
results, while spot colors that are out of the CMYK gamut cannot produce a good match
in the CMYK gamut. This can be problematic in the design process, especially if the
designer is unaware ofwhether or not they are using spot colors or CMYK colors. For
example, if a project will be printed using CMYK only, and the designer creates it using
additional Pantone colors that do not convert to CMYK, the resulting color in the final
printed piece will not match expectations
The CIE
L*a*b*
color model (L*a*b*) was developed by the Commission
Internationale d'Eclairage (CIE) and is based on the human perception of color. Numeric
values in
L*a*b* describe all the colors that can be seen by a person with normal vision.
L*a*b* is used as a color reference to transform one color from a particular color space
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to another and describes color in terms of luminance or its lightness component (L*), its
green and red component (a*) and its blue and yellow component (b*).
L*a*b*
can be
used in Photoshop and other image-editing software (Bunting, Fraser & Murphy, 2003).
Image Resolution. Image resolution will affect the final output of any printed piece.
Bitmap images that have too low of a resolution could look pixilated when printed. If the
resolution is too large, image processing can take too long. Additionally, image
resolution can be affected by the placement of the image in the page layout software. If
an image is placed at 50 percent it effectively that effectively doubles the resolution, but
does not necessarily increase image quality. Additionally, if an image is placed at 200
percent, it reduces the resolution by one-half and therefore reduces image quality. It is
considered good practice to set the resolution, manipulate and set the final image size in
an image-editing program to limit the amount of processing the page-layout software
must handle.
File Formats. There are several file formats available today to the creative professional.
The EncapsulatedPostScript (EPS) File Format Specification Version 3.0 (1992, May 1)
defines an EPS file as a PostScript language program describing the appearance of a
single page. Typically, the purpose of the EPS file is to be included, or
"encapsulated,"
in
another PostScript language page description. Files from Photoshop and Illustrator can be
saved as an EPS.
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The TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) Specification (1992, June 3) describes a TIFF
file as a bitmap image; it is neither a printer language nor page description language. The
sole purpose is to describe and store raster image data. Bitmap files from Photoshop can
be saved as a TIFF. Additionally, a TIFF can be saved with or without layers.
JPEG, the Joint Photographic Experts Group, is the organization that developed the
JPEG file format, and describes it as a format that compresses image files. JPEG uses
"lossy"
compression schemes, meaning that some of the image data will be lost when the
file format is used. JPEG provides an excellent compression method for reducing file
sizes and is supported by all web browsers. When saving an image as a JPEG, the user
chooses the amount of compression to be used. More compression results in a reduction
in file size, but it can also affect image quality
The Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) is CompuServe's standard for defining
generalized color raster images. GIF allows high-quality, high-resolution graphics to be
displayed on a variety of graphics hardware and is intended as an exchange and display
mechanism for graphics images. Similar to JPEG, it is widely used for images on the
WorldWide Web. Unlike JPEG, it achieves much of its compression by reducing the
colors available.
According to the PDFReference, Fourth Edition, Version 1.5. (2003), Portable
Document Format (PDF) relies on the same imaging model as the PostScript page
description language to describe text and graphics in a device-independent and
resolution-independent manner. To improve performance for interactive viewing, PDF
defines a more structured format than that used by most PostScript language programs.
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PDF files can include graphics and images in a self-contained, compressed file; however,
the quality of the file is dependent on the settings used to create it. PDF files can be
generated directly from programs or distilled from Postscript files.
InDesign can also accept native Photoshop and Illustrator files. A native Photoshop
file is designated with an extension .psd and can contain layers, whereas a native
Illustrator file is designated with the extension .ai.
Bleeds, Hairlines andRich Blacks. Bleeds are objects that must extend beyond the trim
size of a page to ensure proper trimming. Improperly set bleeds can result in the images
not being printed to the edge of the page.
Lines can be set at varying sizes; one of these sizes being hairline, which represents
the smallest line an output device can produce. A hairline on a 300 dpi device will be
wider than one on a 2400dpi device.
The color black can be printed several different ways on press, each way being most
suitable for a specific situation. If text is going to be black, it should consist of 100
percent black. If it is a substantial area of the printed piece that will be covered in black,
then a
"rich"
black should be used. Rich black consists of cyan, magenta, yellow and
black, with all four colors presenting a darker black and allowing for more ink coverage
on paper. A rich black should not, however, be used for text as it can be difficult to
register fine lines during printing.
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Conclusion
The availability of expanding technology is a double-edged sword. On one hand, this
expansion has increased creative options in design, yet continues to allow for the errors
common since the inception of digital workflows. New technology, like PDF, enable
smoother workflows and increased compatibility but, in many cases, correcting errors
in a PDF requires that the user must go back to the native file to correct the error and
then make a new PDF. In addition, if the elements that the PDF is comprised of are not
made correctly, the PDF will be ofpoor print quality, regardless of the method used to
create it.
Ensuring that digital files are created correctly is the responsibility of the creative
professional. Preflighting software is one possible way for the creative professional to




Preflighting software can be a valuable tool for creative professionals if it accurately
identifies all problems in a file that can prevent a job from printing properly. It cannot be
deemed a successful tool if it only identifies some errors, or if it identifies errors that
might not affect print quality. Since PDF files are becoming more prevalent in the
industry, preflighting must also catch and assess the errors that affect the quality of a
print-ready PDF.
Research Statement: Do the preflight reports generated from Adobe InDesign CS
Preflight, Markzware FlightCheck 5.5 and PitStop Professional 6.1 accurately and
effectively identify the technical issues, including font, color space, image resolution,
bleeds, color usage and file format issues, that require corrective action to obtain a high
quality output.?
To answer this question, a traditional design workflow will be used, incorporating a
page-layout program, illustration program and photo-editing program in order to develop




To test the preflighting software's effectiveness in identifying the technical issues that
result in the need for corrective action in prepress, a series of test files were created.
These test files include a sampling ofknown errors, taken from the EPS Member Survey
and the PDF Survey, which can delay prepress production ifnot detected.
The EPS Member Survey listed the most common problems as: RGB-to-CMYK
conversion, bleeds, missing fonts, font issues and color issues. The PDF Survey indicated
fonts not embedded or missing, wrong color space, image resolution too low, no bleed,
spot colors converted to process and files compressed too much as common problems.
Software and Equipment Used
The test files were created using the following software: Adobe Acrobat 6.0.2
Professional, Adobe Illustrator CS, Adobe InDesign CS, Adobe Photoshop CS and
QuarkXPress 5. The preflight software tested were: Adobe InDesign CS Preflight,
Markzware FlightCheck 5.5 and PitStop Professional 6.1.
InDesign was used as the page layout program for all the test forms, with the
exception ofTest Form 8, for two reasons. First, in doing so, it allowed for more
opportunity to test the
preflight function in InDesign, which does not exist in
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QuarkXPress. Second, InDesign accepts more file formats than does QuarkXPress, which
is beneficial because more test forms created in InDesign will yield more opportunities to
test those files. Test Form 8 tested elements that are exclusive to QuarkXPress.
When preflighting the files, the default preferences were used. This was to simulate
the user who would install the software and use it immediately. The default settings were
also used when creating the PDF files and the PDF choices were limited to PDF-X/1,
PDF-X/3 and Press settings because these are the settings best suited for output.
The test forms were also printed to test the effectiveness of the preflighting software.
The printers selected for this purpose were the Kodak Approval Proofing System and a
Xerox DocuColor 12 Copier/Printer (DC 12). The Kodak Approval is a thermal halftone
proofing system that can simulate how the file will look when printed on a press. The DC
12 is a color laser digital printer that is often used in the creative environment.
The Approval uses a Harlequin Raster Image Processor (RIP) v 5.1, which is
PostScript level 3. The default settings were used to output the forms on the Approval,
preservation of line screens and simulation of euclidian screening. The DC 12 uses a
Matchprint 3.0.4.0 RIP, which also uses PostScript level 3. The default settings were
used.
Test Forms
Test Form 1. Test Form 1 (Figure 1) is an 11x17 inch InDesign file with bleeds. This file
tests how preflighting handles bleeds, JPEG file format, file resolution size and rotated
images.
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This test form consisted of one image that was duplicated five times and manipulated
in Photoshop. The original image had a resolution of400 dots per inch (dpi). The first
two duplications had their resolutions set to 72 and 180 dpi, respectively, and the
remaining three had their resolutions set to 300 dpi. These images, as were all images that
needed their resolution changed, were resized using BiCubic interpolation from the
Image Size function in Photoshop. A new 1 1x17 inch InDesign file was created with 1/8
inch bleeds on all sides. The five images were then placed in the file using the Place
command. The 72 dpi images was rotated randomly to 29 degrees, the 180 dpi image was
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rotated -29 degrees and one of the 300 dpi images was rotated randomly to -151 degrees.
One of the two remaining 300 dpi files was enlarged to 235 percent, giving it an effective
resolution of 130 dpi; and the remaining file was reduced to 30 percent, giving it an
effective resolution of 1089 dpi, when placed. The file was then saved and titled
"TestForml.indd."
Test Form 2. Test Form 2 (Figure 2) is an 8.5x1 1 inch InDesign file. This file tests how
preflighting handles RGB images, rich black and files saved in formats commonly used
when the final destination of the image is the Internet.
Test Form 2 consists of an RGB image saved in the following formats: JPEG, GIF,
PNG, PDF and layered PDF, as well as a graph made in Microsoft Excel and Adobe
Illustrator. The RGB image was opened in Photoshop and resized using the Image Size
function. A rainbow gradient was then applied using the Gradient tool. Type was added
using the Type tool and a layer effect was added to that. The file was saved using the
Save As. . . command, JPEG was selected as the format, As a Copy was checked and the
file was named
"RGB_test.jpg."
Using the Save As Copy command five more times, the
file was saved as a CompuServe GIF, PNG, Photoshop EPS, Photoshop PDF and
Photoshop PDF with Layers. A new 8.5x1 1 inch document was opened in InDesign and
the images were placed using the Place command.
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Figure 2: Test Form 2
A pie chart was created inMicrosoft Excel and copied using the Copy command and
then Pasted directly into the open InDesign document. A new CMYK Illustrator
document was opened and another copy of the pie chart was pasted into that document.
This document was saved and then placed into the InDesign document. The InDesign file
was saved and titled
"Test_Form2.indd."
Test Form 3. Test Form 3 (Figure 3) is a 17x1 1 inch InDesign file. This file tests how
preflighting handles PostScript, TrueType and OpenType fonts and spot colors. In
addition, it will test files saved in the TIFF format as well as scaling of those images.
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A 400 dpi, CMYK image was opened in Photoshop. The resolution was changed to
1 80 dpi using the Image Size function and then saved as a copy. The Image Size function
was used again to change the resolution to 72 dpi and the image was then saved. A new
17x1 1 inch InDesign document was created and all three images were placed in the
document using the Place command. The 72 dpi image was then copied and pasted into
the document and scaled to 142%, giving the image an effective resolution of 50 dpi. The
original 72 dpi image was copied and pasted three more times. The first image was scaled
to 44%, having an effective resolution of 163 dpi. The second image was scaled to 22%,
having an effective resolution of 327 dpi. The third image was scaled vertically 44% and
horizontally 142%.
The Type Tool was then used to create a text box. This text box was filled with text
and selected. The font was changed from the default font to the PostScript font Adobe
Garamond. A new text box was created, filled with text and selected. The font was then
changed to the TrueType font Palatino. The Color palette was opened and the color was
converted to CMYK. The CMYK values were changed to 60, 40, 40 and 80, respectively,
to create a rich black. A third text box was created, filled with text and selected. The font
was changed to the OpenType font Adobe Jenson Pro. The color was converted to RGB
with the following values: 20, 20 and 20.
The Rectangle tool was selected and two rectangles were created. The Swatches
palette was opened and New Color Swatch. . . was selected. The Color Type selected was
Spot and the Color Mode: Pantone solid coated. Pantone 582 C was selected and the first
rectangle was filled with this color. The Pantone 582 C swatch was selected in the
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Swatches Palette and New Color Swatch. . . was selected. The Color Mode was changed
from Pantone solid coated to CMYK, thereby converting the swatch to CMYK. The
second rectangle was filled with this color and the file was saved and titled
"Test
Form3.indd."
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Figure 3: Test Form 3
Test Form 4.Test Form 4 (Figure 4) is a 17x1 1 inch InDesign file set in InDesign. This
file tests how preflighting handles Spot color and images that contain Pantone and
L*a*b*
colors.
A 200 dpi image was opened in Photoshop. The image was converted to Grayscale by
selecting Image, Mode, Grayscale. To create a duotone, Image, Mode, Duotone was
selected. In the Duotone Options palette, Duotone was selected as the Type, Black as Ink
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1, and PANTONE 144 CVC as Ink 2. Using the Save as Copy. . . command, the image
was saved as a Photoshop file first, then a Photoshop EPS. The original 200 dpi image
was reopened in Photoshop, converted to Grayscale, then Duotone. Duotone was selected
as Type, Black was chosen as Ink 1 and 100% yellow as Ink 2. This image was saved as a
Photoshop file and Photoshop EPS. A new 17x1 1 InDesign document was created and all
four images were placed in the file.
A new image was opened in Photoshop. The Lasso tool was selected and a selection
was made of an apple in the image. The Channels palette was opened and the New Spot
Channel. . .command was selected. PANTONE Warm Red C was chosen and the Solidity
was set at 100%. The Save as Copy. . . command was used to save the file as a Photoshop
EPS and then a TIFF. These images were placed into the InDesign file.
A new image was opened in Photoshop, using the Mode menu; and was converted to
a
L*a*b* Color. The image was saved and placed into the InDesign file.
In Photoshop, a lxl inch 200 dpi file was created. Using the Channels palette, a New
Spot Channel was created and filled with PANTONE 179 C, then saved as a TIFF. Using
the Color Picker, it was determined that CMYK breakdown of PANTONE 179 C was 10,
92, 95 and 2. These values were used to fill a newly created lxl inch 200 dpi file and
then saved as a TIFF. The file was then converted to
L*a*b* Color using the Mode menu
and saved as a third TIFF. All three files were placed in the InDesign file. The InDesign
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Figure 4: Test Form 4
Test Form 5. Test Form 5 (Figure 5) consists of two 17x1 1 inch pages created in
InDesign. This form tests how preflighting handles images tagged with different ICC
profiles and layered TIFF files.
A CMYK, 400 dpi image was opened in Photoshop, with a spot color channel added
to the image. The Text Tool was selected and type was added to the image. An
Adjustment Layer was added by clicking the Adjustment Layer button at the base of the
Layers palette. A Levels Adjustment was selected and the white slider was moved from
255 to 150 in the Levels dialog box. The RectangularMarquee Tool was selected and a
rectangle was drawn on the image. The Create Layer Mask button was clicked to create a
layermask on the Levels Adjustment layer consisting of the rectangularmarquee. A
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CMYK color profile was added to the image by going to Image, Mode, Convert to
Profile. In the dialog box, a CMYK profile was chosen as the Destination Profile. The
image was saved using the Save As command. The Format chosen was TIFF and the
Layers, Spot Colors and Embed Color Profile checkboxes were checked. The image was
saved as
"N2_400dpi.tif."
Figure 5: Test Form 5
The resolution ofN2_400dpi.tifwas changed
from 400 dpi to 366 dpi using the
Image Size function and the Save As
command was used to save the image using the
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same settings as the 400 dpi image. The name was changed to N2_366dpi.tif. This
process was repeated a total of nine more times, each time reducing the resolution. The
final file had a resolution of 66 dpi.
A new 1 1x17 InDesign document was created and the images were placed into the
document. The file was saved and titled
"Test_Form5.indd"
Test Form 6. Test Form 6 (Figure 6) consists of nine 8.5x1 1 inch pages of images created
in Illustrator and placed in an InDesign file. This file tests how preflighting handles
CMYK Illustrator files that contain PostScript, OpenType and TrueType fonts, Spot
colors, gradients, transparency and placed images. These Illustrator files will be saved as
native Illustrator files, Illustrator EPS and PDF.
To create the Illustrator pages, a new 8.5x1 1 inch document was created in Illustrator.
The Type Tool was selected, a text box was created and type was entered into the box,
selected and changed to a PostScript font. A new text box was created, type entered,
selected and changed to a TrueType font. The color of the font was changed from black
to 100 M, 100 Y. A third text box was created, type entered, selected and changed to an
OpenType font. The color was changed to a Pantone spot color.
The Rectangular Tool was selected and a rectangle was drawn one inch wide and
1 1.25 inches long. It was positioned so that it would bleed 1/8 inch off the page on the
top, bottom and left side. The
Gradient Tool was selected to add a gradient to the
rectangle. Pantone 274 C and Pantone 471 C were the colors chosen. The rectangle was
duplicated and the length was changed from 1 1.25 inches to 3.5 inches. The rectangle
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was duplicated a second time and the length was changed to one inch. These two new





Figure 6: Test Form 6
A new rectangle was created and filled with cyan and given a black border. The
rectangle was duplicated, reduced 75%, filled with with 100% cyan and yellow and
placed inside the previous rectangle. Three text boxes were created, one filled with a
PostScript font, an OpenType font and a TrueType font, respectively. Two text boxes
were placed so that they were on top ofboth rectangles and the third text box was placed
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in the middle of the green rectangle. The transparency of each text box was changed to
45% opacity
A CMYK image was opened in Photoshop and saved as an EPS, PDF, TIFF and a
PSD file. Each file was then placed in the Illustrator file. Using the Save As command,
the Illustrator file was saved as an Adobe Illustrator Document titled "CMYK.ai", an
Illustrator EPS titled "CMYK.eps", and an Adobe PDF titled "CMYK.pdf'.
A new 8.5x 1 1 InDesign document was created with nine pages. On the first page, the
CMYK.ai file was placed. On the second page, the CMYK.ai file was placed again, but
reduced to 35%. On the third page, the CMYK.ai file was placed as well but was
enlarged to 135%. This process was repeated on pages four through six with the
CMYK.eps files, and on pages seven through nine with the CMYK.pdf files. The
InDesign file was saved and titled
"Test_Form6.indd."
Test Form 7. Test Form 7 (Figure 7) is similar to Test Form 6, except that all CMYK
colors and images will be replaced with RGB colors and images. This test will determine
how preflighting handles RGB Illustrator files.
The CMYK.ai file was reopened and resaved using the Save a Copy command. The
new file's name was changed to "RGB.ai". By going to Document Color Mode in the
File menu, the file was converted to RGB. The TrueType font filled with 100Y andlOOM
was converted to RGB by selecting the font and choosing RGB in the pull-down menu on
the Colors palette. This process was repeated for all other instances ofCMYK color. The
placed images from Photoshop were reopened in Photoshop, converted to RGB from
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CMYK by selecting Image, Mode, RGB. The images were resaved and the names were
changed from CMYK to RGB. The Update Link function was used to replace the CMYK
images with the RGB images. The Illustrator file was saved, and then Save a Copy was





Figure 7: Test Form 7
The RGB.ai, RGB.eps and RGB.pdf files were placed on a new three-page InDesign
document and saved as "Test
Form7."
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Test Form 8. Test Form 8 (Figure 8) consists of one 1 1x17 inch page ofplaced images in
a QuarkXPress file. This file tests how preflighting handles different file formats, image
resolution and spot colors in a QuarkXPress document.
Figure 8: Test Form 8
A new 11x17 QuarkXPress file was created. The Rectangle Picture Box tool was
selected and a rectangular picture box was drawn. The Cafe_180dpi.tif file was placed in
the box using the Get Picture. . . command. The image was copied and pasted four times.
The first duplication was enlarged 137.5%, giving the image an effective resolution of
130 dpi. The second duplication was reduced to 64%, giving it an effective resolution of
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280 dpi. The third duplication was reduced to 64% and the picture frame was rotated 29
degrees. The fourth duplication was reduced to 64% and the image inside the picture
frame was rotated 29 degrees.
A new picture frame was drawn and the Fruit_Spotcolor_200dpi.eps was placed into
the file. The Colors palette was opened and a new color was created. PANTONE solid
coated was selected as the Model and Spot Color was checked. PANTONE 1595 C was
selected. A second new color was created with the same preferences as PANTONE 1595
C, except before the color was saved; the Spot Color box was unchecked, converting the
spot color into a process color. Two rectangle frames were then created and one was
filled with the spot color and the other with the process color.
The Rectangle Text Box Tool was then selected and two horizontal text boxes were
created, both filled with random text. The text in the first text box was selected, the font
was changed to Palatino and the Bold type style button was pressed. The text in the
second box was changed to Courier and the Bold and Italic type style buttons were
pressed. The file was saved and titled
"Test_Form8."
Creating PDF Files
Once the Test Forms were created, the next step was to convert them into PDF files.
Test Forms 1-7 were created in InDesign, so the Export command in the File menu was
used to convert the files into PDF files. Test Form 8, which was created in QuarkXPress,
would be output to PostScript, and then distilled using Acrobat Distiller to convert the
file to a PDF file.
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Test Form 1 was opened in InDesign and Export. . . was selected in the File menu.
The name of the file was changed to Test_Forml_press.pdf and Adobe PDF was selected
as the Format. The [Press] setting was chosen as the Preset, with no modifications being
made to the settings. The file was exported as a PDF. This procedure was repeated two
more times. The first time it was repeated, the file name was changed to
Test_Forml_xl.pdf and the preset chosen was [PDF/X-la]. The second time, the file
name was changed to Test_Forml_x3.pdf and the preset chosen was [PDF/X-3].
Following this method, a Press, XI and X3 PDF file wa created for each remaining
InDesign Test Forms.
Test Form 8 required a different method to create the PDF files due to the lack of an
Export command in QuarkXPress. Test Form 8 was opened in QuarkXPress and Print
was chosen from the File menu. At the bottom of the Print dialogue box, Print. . . was
clicked. In the resulting dialogue box, File was selected as the Destination and named
Test_Form8_press.ps. In the Setup menu, Acrobat was selected as the Printer
Description. The file was then saved as a PostScript file. Acrobat Distiller was opened,
Press was chosen as the setting and the .ps file was distilled to a PDF file. This was
repeated two more times to make the PDF-X1 and X3 files.
Preflighting InDesign, Quark Files and PDF Files
The first preflight method run was the InDesign Preflight command. This was
accomplished by selecting Preflight. . . from the File menu. The Preflight sequence is
automatic and a summary is listed. By clicking the Report button, a copy of the Preflight
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report was saved and labeled with the name of the file. This process was repeated for the
InDesign versions of the Test Forms, but not for the QuarkXPress or PDF files because
the InDesign Preflight does not work for them.
The second preflight method to be run was FlightCheck 5.5 Professional, which can
flightcheck QuarkXPress, InDesign and PDF files. FlightCheck was opened and the
default settings were chosen. Test_Forml.indd was then opened in FlightCheck and
preflighted. The results of the preflight were listed in a new dialogue, with errors listed in
red. This was saved and labeled with the name of the file. This procedure was repeated
for all of the InDesign, QuarkXPress and PDF files.
The final method for preflighting the PDF files is contained in the program PitStop.
PitStop is a Plug-in for Adobe Acrobat and can also be used to make modifications to
PDF files. To preflight the PDF versions of the Test Forms, one of the forms was opened
in Acrobat. The PitStop Preflight Panel was selected from theWindows menu. CMYK
Process Color was selected as the PDF Profile and the Create Report button was pushed.
A preflight report was generated and saved with the name of the file. This process was
repeated with all the PDF versions of the test form.
Outputting Files
The final step was to output the all the files
for comparison. Two printers were used
for this purpose, a Xerox DocuColor 12 and Kodak Approval, with all files output on





After all files were preflighted and output, comparisons were made between the
preflight reports, output and the digital file. First, the errors created in the Test Forms
were compared to the preflight reports. A table was kept for each test form on the success
of the preflight software in finding particular errors. If the error was found on the
preflight report, then the preflighting software was successful. If the error could not be
found, then the preflighting software was not successful.
The second comparison was made between the preflight reports and the output. For
each test form, a count was kept of all flagged items from each preflighting method. A
comparison was made between the output and the preflight report and the amount of
flagged errors from each preflight report that affected the output were recorded. A second
table was created for each test form to compare the amount of errors flagged in the
preflight report and the amount that affected output for each output device. A percentage
was calculated from the errors flagged in each preflight report and the amount of those
flagged errors that affected the output on the DC 12 and Approval. A higher percentage
means preflight program flagged more errors that affected output, which in turn means
that it is being effective. A low percentage means the preflight program might be flagging
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a lot of superfluous information and potentially forcing the user to make a lot of changes
that would not affect the output. Considering that PitStop fixes some errors when
preflighting a file, fixed errors will be counted as errors that affected output. Appendix A
contains a sample of the preflight reports for Test Form 1.
Test Form 1 - Bleeds, JPEG File Format, File Resolution Size and Rotated Images
Table 1 shows the errors found from Test Form 1. A
"Yes"
in the table means the
preflight software caught the error, while a
"No"
means the error went undetected. The
table shows that the InDesign preflight function did not catch any errors, but the
FlightCheck and PitStop software found a majority of the errors in both the InDesign and
PDF files. The lone error that failed to get caught by any software was the bleeds being
set. Also ofnote, PitStop did not catch the JPEG files and the images that were reduced,
while FlightCheck caught these errors.
Test Form 1 InDesign FC
Created Errors Preflight InDesign FC PDF FC XI FC X3 PS PDF PS XI PS X3
Images saved as JPEG No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
72 dpi image No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
180 dpi image No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Image blown up 235% No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Image reduced 28% No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
Bleeds set in InDesign No No No No No No No No
Images rotated No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Table 1: Errors Found Test Form 1. Yes meanspreflight software caught the error, No means the error
went undetected.
Table 2 is a comparison between the amount of errors flagged by each preflight
method and the amount that affected output for Test Form 1 . The most successful
preflight software was PitStop, which, though it flagged fewer errors than FlightCheck,
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flagged errors that affected output on both output devices.
FlightCheck'
s errors that
affected output were related to some of the images having a resolution of less than 300
dpi, and additionally, flagged errors relating to images that were scaled and were not in
the PDF files. FlightCheck also flagged errors regarding the way colors were used in the
file.
Flagged % Flagged Flagged % Flagged
Errors Errors Errors Errors
Affecting Affecting Affecting Affecting
Errors DC 12 DC 12 Approval Approval
Test Form 1 Flagged Output Output Output Output
InDesign Preflight 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
InDesign FlightCheck 27 5 18.5% 5 18.5%
Press PDF FlightCheck 25 4 16.0% 4 16.0%
XI PDF FlightCheck 26 4 15.4% 4 15.4%
X3 PDF FlightCheck 26 4 15.4% 4 15.4%
Press PDF PitStop 3 3 100.0% 3 100.0%
XI PDF PitStop 5 5 100.0% 5 100.0%
X3 PDF PitStop 5 5 100.0% 5 100.0%
Table 2: Percentage offlagged errors affecting outputfor Test Form 1.
Test Form 2 - RGB Images, Rich Black andWeb File Formats.
Table 3 shows the errors found from Test Form 2. The InDesign preflight function
and FlightCheck of the InDesign file caught the RGB files, while FlightCheck and
PitStop did not catch any of the RGB files in the PDF files. In addition, for the PDF files,
the preflight software did not find any of the file formats used. PitStop caught the type
filled with 4-color black, while FlightCheck did not.
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Test Form 2 InDesign FC FC Press FC XI FC X3 PS PS XI PS X3
Created Errors Preflight InDesign PDF PDF PDF PressPDF PDF PDF
RGB Color Space Yes Yes No No No No No No
JPEG File Format No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
GIF File Format No Yes No No No No No No
PNG File Format No Yes No No No No No No
Layered PDF File No Yes No No No No No No
4 Color Black Type No No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Type filled w/RGB No No No No No No No No
Excel File No Yes No No No No No No
Table 3: Errors Found Test Form 2. Yes meanspreflight software caught the error, No means the error
went undetected.
Table 4 is a comparison between the amount of errors flagged by each preflight
method and the amount that affected output for Test Form 2. PitStop was once again the
most successful in terms of flagging errors that affected output, whereas FlightCheck had
a very low percentage.
For FlightCheck, some of the errors flagged in the preflight of the InDesign file were
font problems. FlightCheck flagged some fonts missing or parts were missing, but neither
of these errors affected ounput. Additionally, for the Press, XI and X3 PDF files,
FlightCheck flagged errors related to the images, namely Stored Images, JPEG encoded
images and scaled images, however, these images were also unaffected. Similar errors
were found in the reports for Test Form 1. For all the files checked by FlightCheck, some
colors were flagged as Nameless Color errors, which were colors
in the file that were
labeled only by the percentages ofCMYK
used to compose them. These also did not
affect output.
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Flagged % Flagged Flagged % Flagged
Errors Errors Errors Errors
Affecting Affecting Affecting Affecting
Errors DC 12 DC 12 Approval Approval
Test Form 2 Flagged Output Output Output Output
InDesign Preflight 3 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
InDesign FlightCheck 75 2 2.7% 2 2.7%
Press PDF FlightCheck 56 5 8.9% 5 8.9%
XI PDF FlightCheck 57 5 8.8% 5 8.8%
X3 PDF FlightCheck 57 4 7.0% 4 7.0%
Press PDF PitStop 38 17 44.7% 17 44.7%
XI PDF PitStop 35 14 40.0% 14 40.0%
X3 PDF PitStop 35 14 40.0% 14 40.0%
Table 4: Percentage offlagged errors affecting outputfor Test Form 2.
Test Form 3 - Fonts and Spot Colors
Table 5 shows the errors found from Test Form 3. The InDesign preflight function
found no errors on this test form. FlightCheck and PitStop were very similar in the errors
they caught, catching all errors associated with dpi with the exception that PitStop, unlike
FlightCheck, does not flag images with dpi above 300.
Test Form 3 InDesign FC FC Press FC XI FC X3 PS PS XI PS X3
Created Errors Preflight InDesign PDF PDF PDF PressPDF PDF PDF
72 dpi image (EPS) No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
180 dpi image (EPS) No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
400 dpi image (EPS) No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
Spot Color (Pantone 582 C) No No No No No No No No
Different Font Types No No No No No Yes Yes Yes
RGB Text No No No No No No No No
4C Black Type No No No No No No No No
72 dpi image (TIFF) No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
180 dpi image (TIFF) No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
400 dpi image (TIFF) No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
Scaled 42% (163 dpi) No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Scaled 22% (327 dpi) No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
Enlarged 142% (50 dpi) No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Scaled 44% Enlarged 142% No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Table 5: Errors Found Test Form 3. Yes meanspreflight software caught the error, No means the error
went undetected.
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Table 6 is a comparison between the amount of errors flagged by each preflight
method and the amount that affected output for Test Form 3. FlightCheck flagged a
higher percentage of errors that affected output, while PitStop flagged more errors, but
had a much lower percentage that affected output on the XI and X3 PDF files. This was
due to the fact that the three files preflighted by PitStop each had 544 flagged errors
resulting from composite fonts embedded in the PDF files. InDesign outputs all fonts as
composite fonts and PitStop checks for these fonts because they can cause problems on
older RIPs. PitStop also found an additional 464 errors in the X3 PDF file resulting from
a color profile being used. FlightCheck also flagged the same errors that were in the
previous test forms that did not affect output, including Nameless Colors, Other Image
Type, Stored and JPEG Encoding.
Flagged % Flagged Flagged % Flagged
Errors Errors Errors Errors
Affecting Affecting Affecting Affecting
Errors DC 12 DC 12 Approval Approval
Test Form 3 Flagged Output Output Output Output
InDesign Preflight 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
InDesign FlightCheck 41 9 22.0% 9 22.0%
Press PDF FlightCheck 55 10 18.2% 10 18.2%
XI PDF FlightCheck 56 10 17.9% 10 17.9%
X3 PDF FlightCheck 56 10 17.9% 10 17.9%
Press PDF PitStop 554 10 1.8% 10 1.8%
XI PDF PitStop 554 11 2.0% 11 2.0%
X3 PDF PitStop 1019 11 1.1% 11 1.1%
Table 6: Percentage offlagged errors affecting output
for Test Form 3.
Test Form 4 - Pantone and
L*a*b* Colors
Table 7 shows the errors found from Test Form 4. InDesign preflight did not catch
any errors. FlightCheck




color space error; this was due to X3 PDF files being able to accept
device dependent color. PitStop preflight caught this error in the X3 PDF, as well.
Test Form 4 InDesign FC FC Press FC XI FC X3 PS PS XI PS X3
Created Errors Preflight InDesign PDF PDF PDF PressPDF PDF PDF
PSD files No No No No No No No No
Duotone w/Spot color No Yes No No No No No No
Lab Color Space No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
EPS with Spot Color No No No No No No No No
TIFF with Spot Color No No No No No No No No
Same color in LAB, CMYK. Pantone No No No No No No No No
Hairline Rule No No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Table 7: Errors Found Test Form 4. Yes meanspreflight software caught the error, No means the error
went undetected.
Table 8 is a comparison between the amount of errors flagged by each preflight
method and the amount that affected output for Test Form 4. This is the first test form
that had some flagged items affect output differently on the two output devices. Every
image on the Approval outputs of the PDF files defaulted to a low line screen. Although
it is unclear as to what caused the low line screen, it is most likely the result of one of the
duotones or images with spot colors. As this problem was not evident on the DC 12
output, the RIP on the Approval had a
problem with one of the images and printed the
images at a default line screen. FlightCheck flagged the same errors on the PDF files as it
had on the previous test forms.
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Flagged % Flagged Flagged % Flagged
Errors Errors Errors Errors
Affecting Affecting Affecting Affecting
Errors DC 12 DC 12 Approval Approval
Test Form 4 Flagged Output Output Output Output
InDesign Preflight 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
InDesign FlightCheck 46 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Press PDF FlightCheck 44 0 0.0% 10 22.7%
XI PDF FlightCheck 47 0 0.0% 10 21.3%
X3 PDF FlightCheck 47 0 0.0% 10 21.3%
Press PDF PitStop 21 8 38.1% 15 71.4%
XI PDF PitStop 21 8 38.1% 15 71.4%
X3 PDF PitStop 24 8 33.3% 15 62.5%
Table 8: Percentage offlagged errors affecting outputfor Test Form 4.
Test Form 5 - ICC Profiles and Layered TIFF
Table 9 shows the errors found from Test Form 5. FlightCheck found all the errors in
the InDesign file, but was not as successful in the PDF files. PitStop caught the resolution
errors for images below 266 dpi; however, it does not consider images above 333 dpi to
be problematic. The Layered TIFF was not caught in any of the preflighting of the PDF
files, most likely due to it being flattened in the process ofbeing made into a PDF.
Test Form 5 InDesign FC FC Press FC XI FC X3 PS PS XI PS X3
Created Errors Preflight InDesign PDF PDF PDF PressPDF PDF PDF
Layered TIFF No Yes No No No No No No
Multiple profiles No Yes No Yes Yes No No No
Spot color No Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes
DPI Below 266 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
DPI Above 333 No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
Table 9: Errors Found Test Form 5. Yes meanspreflight software caught the error, No means the error
went undetected.
Table 10 is a comparison between the amount of errors flagged by each preflight
method and the amount that affected output for Test Form 5. This test form caused some
differences in the output of the Approval and DC 12, most notably on the FlightCheck
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report for the InDesign file. A total of forty-four errors were flagged, with none affecting
the output on the DC 12, but over 68% affecting the output on the Approval. The images
defaulted to a lower line screen similar to Test Form 4, which affected all images, and
could be due to the RIP on the Approval not being able to properly process some of the
images on the test form. FlightCheck flagged the same errors on the PDF files as it had
on the previous test forms. It should be noted that the errors that FlightCheck consistently
finds in the PDF files are always related to images.
The high percentage of flagged errors affecting output of the PitStop files can be
contributed to PitStop fixing a converted color while preflighting, most likely the spot
color. Anytime a font is used in a PDF file made from an InDesign file, PitStop has
flagged every instance of that font as a composite font.
Flagged % Flagged Flagged % Flagged
Errors Errors Errors Errors
Affecting Affecting Affecting Affecting
Errors DC 12 DC 12 Approval Approval
Test Form 5 Flagged Output Output Output Output
InDesign Preflight 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
InDesign FlightCheck 44 0 0.0% 30 68.2%
Press PDF FlightCheck 47 5 10.6% 9 19.1%
XI PDF FlightCheck 48 6 12.5% 9 18.8%
X3 PDF FlightCheck 48 6 12.5% 9 18.8%
Press PDF PitStop 135 75 55.6% 75 55.6%
XI PDF PitStop 135 75 55.6% 75 55.6%
X3 PDF PitStop 135 75 55.6% 75 55.6%
Table 10: Percentage offlagged errors affecting
outputfor Test Form 5.
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Test Form 6 - CMYK Illustrator Files
Table 1 1 shows the errors found from Test Form 6. FlightCheck's preflight of the
InDesign file was the only one to catch all the errors. FlightCheck caught that the
Illustrator files were enlarged or reduced in the PDF files, as well as the low resolution
nested files in the Illustrator files, but did not find an error with the EPS or PDF file being
enlarged or reduced. PitStop caught the errors with the gradients, transparencies and low
resolution nested PDF, but did not catch the files being reduced or enlarged.
Test Form 6 InDesign FC FC Press FC XI FC X3 PS PS XI PS X3
Created Errors Preflight InDesign PDF PDF PDF PressPDF PDF PDF
Spot to Spot Gradient No Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes
Transparency No Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes
Illustrator Files No Yes No No No No No No
Illustrator File Enlarged 135% No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
Illustrator File Reduced 35% No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
EPS File Enlarged 135% No Yes No No No No No No
EPS File Reduced 35% No Yes No No No No No No
PDF File Enlarged 135% No Yes No No No No No No
PDF File Reduced 35% No Yes No No No No No No
Nested PSD Files No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
Low-Res Nested PDF No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Table 11: Errors Found Test Form 6. Yes means preflight software caught the error, No means the error
went undetected.
Table 12 is a comparison between the amount of errors flagged by each preflight
method and the amount that affected output for Test Form 6. PitStop was more successful
than FlightCheck in flagging errors that affected output, but there was a difference in the
amount of errors that affected the output of the DC 12 and Approval.
The output from the Approval had problems that could be associated with
transparency or spot colors. This caused some of the images to default to the same line
screen. These problems did not affect the output from the DC 12. FlightCheck's preflight
report flagged errors that are associated with how the file was set-up. For example, a spot
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color is listed as not being used, and 34 CMYK color combinations are listed as
Nameless Colors, yet none of these errors affected the final output.
Flagged % Flagged Flagged % Flagged
Errors Errors Errors Errors
Affecting Affecting Affecting Affecting
Errors DC 12 DC 12 Approval Approval
Test Form 6 Flagged Output Output Output Output
InDesign Preflight 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
InDesign FlightCheck 147 5 3.4% 5 3.4%
Press PDF FlightCheck 148 5 3.4% 5 3.4%
XI PDF FlightCheck 149 5 3.4% 5 3.4%
X3 PDF FlightCheck 149 5 3.4% 5 3.4%
Press PDF PitStop 488 120 24.6% 222 45.5%
XI PDF PitStop 488 120 24.6% 222 45.5%
X3 PDF PitStop 488 120 24.6% 222 45.5%
Table 12: Percentage offlagged errors affecting output ofTest Form 6.
Test Form 7 - RGB Illustrator Files
Table 13 shows the errors found from Test Form 7. This form was similar to Test
Form 6, with the exception that the color space was changed from CMYK
to RGB.
Although similar results were expected, this proved not to be the case. FlightCheck
proved unsuccessful in finding any errors in the InDesign file. For the PDF files,
FlightCheck also caught fewer errors this time, only catching the nested low resolution
RGB PDF. PitStop caught the gradient, transparency,
low resolution file and multiple
font types.
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Test Form 7 InDesign FC FC Press FC XI FC X3 PS PS XI PS X3
Created Errors Preflight InDesign PDF PDF PDF PressPDF PDF PDF
Spot to Spot Gradient No No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Transparency No No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Illustrator Files No No No No No No No No
Nested RGB TIFF No No No No No No No No
Nested RGB EPS No No No No No No No No
Nested RGB PDF No No Yes Yes Yes No No No
Nested RGB PSD No No No No No No No No
Nested Files Lo-res No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
RGB Colors No No No No No No No No
Multiple Font Types No No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Table 13: Errors Found Test Form 7. Yes means preflight software caught the error, No means the error
went undetected.
Table 14 is a comparison between the amount of errors flagged by each preflight
method and the amount that affected output for Test Form 7. PitStop proved most
successful at flagging errors that affected output. The majority of flagged errors that did
not affect output for PitStop were related to composite fonts. With respect to
FlightCheck, it was unsuccessful at flagging any errors that affected output in the
InDesign file, but was slightly more successful in the PDF files. Errors listed by
FlightCheck that did not affect output included Nameless Colors, Other Image Type,
Stored Images and JPEG Encoding.
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Flagged % Flagged Flagged % Flagged
Errors Errors Errors Errors
Affecting Affecting Affecting Affecting
Errors DC 12 DC 12 Approval Approval
Test Form 7 Flagged Output Output Output Output
InDesign Preflight 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
InDesign FlightCheck 9 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Press PDF FlightCheck 75 12 16.0% 12 16.0%
XI PDF FlightCheck 76 12 15.8% 12 15.8%
X3 PDF FlightCheck 77 12 15.6% 12 15.6%
Press PDF PitStop 162 60 37.0% 60 37.0%
XI PDF PitStop 162 60 37.0% 60 37.0%
X3 PDF PitStop 163 60 36.8% 60 36.8%
Table 14: Percentage offlagged errors affecting outputfor Test Form 7.
Test Form 8 - QuarkXPress Files
Table 15 shows the errors found from Test Form 8. InDesign preflight function was
not included in this table because Test Form 8 was created in QuarkXPress, which does
not have its own preflight function. The errors created in this test form were ones that had
been created on some of the previous test forms, like images enlarged or reduced, or spot
images. QuarkXPress allows users to add type effects to fonts, which InDesign does not
allow, so this was tested. No preflight caught the addition of type effects.
Test Form 8 FC Press FC XI FC X3 PS PS XI PS X3
Created Errors FC Quark PDF PDF PDF PressPDF PDF PDF
Spot Color in Image Yes No No No No No No
Spot Color and CMYK Match No No No No No No No
Picture Box Rotated No Yes Yes Yes No No No
Contents of Picture Box Rotated Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
Image Enlarged 135% Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Image Reduced 64% Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
TruType font with Text Effects No No No No No No No
PostScript Font with Text Effect No No No No No No No
Hairline Rule No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Table 15: Errors Found Test Form 8. Yes means preflight software caught the error, No means the error
went undetected.
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Table 1 6 is a comparison between the amount of errors flagged by each preflight
method and the amount that affected output for Test Form 8. PitStop was the most
successful with this test form, showing all but one of the flagged errors affecting output.
FlightCheck returned some errors regarding Page Setup and Orientation, in which output
was unaffected, but those errors were related to the final resolution of the files.
Flagged % Flagged Flagged % Flagged
Errors Errors Errors Errors
Affecting Affecting Affecting Affecting
Errors DC 12 DC 12 Approval Approval
Test Form 8 Flagged Output Output Output Output
Quark FlightCheck 28 6 21.4% 6 21.4%
Press PDF FlightCheck 34 3 8.8% 3 8.8%
XI PDF FlightCheck 35 3 8.6% 3 8.6%
X3 PDF FlightCheck 35 3 8.6% 3 8.6%
Press PDF PitStop 9 8 88.9% 8 88.9%
XI PDF PitStop 9 8 88.9% 8 88.9%
X3 PDF PitStop 9 8 88.9% 8 88.9%
Table 16: Percentage offlagged errors affecting outputfor Test Form 8.
Compiled Results
To determine which preflighting method was the most successful in finding the
created errors, a percentage was calculated by dividing the errors found by the total
number of errors. Based on the percentages, a ranking was given to each preflight
method, with a value of one assigned to the highest percentage and a value of eight
assigned to the lowest percentage. Table 17 shows the Total Errors Found, Total Errors,
Percentage and Ranking. The FlightCheck results of the native InDesign and
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Rank 8 1 4 3 2 6 6 5
Table 1 7: Success ofpreflighting methodsfinding created errors.
FlightCheck was slightly more successful in finding the errors in the Press, XI and
X3 PDF files, having found three more errors per PDF type than PitStop in the same files.
InDesign 's preflight function proved the least successful, finding only one error out of a
possible 62.
Table 18 shows the total number of errors flagged for each preflight method, as well
as how many flagged errors affected output for each device, indicated by percentage and
ranking. InDesign preflight ranked last for output devices, having flagged only three
errors, none ofwhich affected output. While FlightCheck's preflight of the native files
was the most successful at finding the created errors, it flagged the least number of errors
and fewer of them affected output on the DC 12, ranking it second to last. FlightCheck
was more successful at flagging errors that affected output on the Approval, ranking
fourth overall. PitStop proved the most successful at this test, ranking first, second and
third on the XI, Press and X3 PDF files respectively. While flagging the greatest number
of errors, PitStop also found the most errors that could affect output on both devices.
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Flagged % Flagged Flagged % Flagged
Errors Errors Errors Errors
Affecting Affecting Affecting Affecting
Errors DC 12 DC 12 DC 12 Approval Approval Approval
Flagged Output Output Rank Output Output Rank
InDesign Preflight 3 0 0.00% 8 0 0.00% 8
Native FlightCheck 417 27 6.47% 7 57 13.67% 4
Press PDF FlightCheck 484 44 9.09% 5 58 11.98% 5
XI PDF FlightCheck 494 45 9.11% 4 58 11.74% 6
X3 PDF FlightCheck 495 44 8.89% 6 57 11.52% 7
Press PDF PitStop 1410 301 21.35% 2 410 29.08% 2
XI PDF PitStop 1409 301 21.36% 1 410 29.10% 1
X3 PDF PitStop 1878 301 16.03% 3 410 21.83% 3
Table 18: Total offlagged errors affecting outputfor each output method and rank.
FlightCheck not only failed to flag as many errors, but it had a lower percentage of
flagged errors affecting both output devices in comparison to PitStop. However, similar
to PitStop, FlightCheck was more successful at flagging errors that affected output on the
Approval than on the DC 12.
Each preflight method was ranked one through eight depending on how it did on each
test, with one being the highest possible ranking and eight being the lowest. Table 19
shows the rankings for each test and the total of all the rankings combined. A review of
this chart shows that PitStop was the most successful preflighting method for all PDF
files. FlightCheck was slightly better with the native
InDesign and QuarkXPress files
than with the PDF files. Ranking last overall was the InDesign preflight method.
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Errors
Found DC 12 Approval
Rank Rank Rank Total
InDesign Preflight 8 8 8 24
Native File FlightCheck 1 7 4 12
Press PDF FlightCheck 4 5 5 14
XI PDF FlightCheck 3 4 6 13
X3 PDF FlightCheck 2 6 7 15
Press PDF PitStop 6 2 2 10
XI PDF PitStop 6 1 1 8
X3 PDF PitStop 5 3 3 11




The purpose of this research was to determine whether the preflight reports generated
from Adobe InDesign CS Preflight, Markzware FlightCheck 5.5 and PitStop Professional
6.1 are effective indicators of the technical issues, including font, color space, image
resolution, bleeds, color usage and file format issues, that require corrective action to
obtain a high quality output. Based on the results of the testing, no preflighting method
was 100% effective. FlightCheck was the only software that found more than 50% of the
errors in native files. When checking PDF files, FlightCheck and PitStop were less
effective, finding an average of42% and 36%, respectively. InDesign Preflight was the
least effective, catching only 2% of the errors.
PitStop flagged just over 1,400 errors when checking the Press and XI PDF files, and
flagged 1,878 on the X3 PDF. However, only 21% of those flagged errors affected the
output of the Press and XI PDF files on the DC 12 and only 16% affected the output of
the X3 file. PitStop flagged a larger percentage of errors affecting
output on the Kodak
Approval, with 29% flagged for the Press and XI PDF
and 22%flagged for the X3 PDF.
FlightCheck flagged less errors and a smaller percentage of the errors overall affected
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output on both devices for the PDF files. Both programs flagged too many possible
problems that would not significantly impact print quality, meaning most of the items
flagged should have labeled as acceptable instead.
The Preflight function in InDesign only flagged images that were RGB images, with
all remaining images determined to be acceptable for print. FlightCheck was effective at
catching the common problems listed in the EPS Member and PDF surveys. It flagged all
images in the native files that did not have a resolution of 300 dpi, were not CMYK or
were not an EPS or TIFF. FlightCheck and PitStop were also effective at finding the
images that did not have a 300 dpi resolution in the PDF files.
Both FlightCheck and PitStop had problems detecting problems related to image
color space and file format when checking PDF files. For example, images that were
RGB were converted to CMYK automatically when made into a PDF. When preflighted,
these images were considered acceptable and were not flagged. However, there is no way
of determining if these files were converted to the correct CMYK color space. In
addition, file formats were converted to PDF file format and could not be effectively
preflighted.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that relying solely on preflight software is
an ineffective method for producing high-quality printed files. Preflighting a native file
with software is certainly the best method in identifying possible problems, as waiting
until after a PDF file is created can cause some problems that may be obscured until the
file is output. Ideally, the best method would be a combination of using proper file
creation techniques and preflighting software to
ensure a thorough review of the file.
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This research is important for all users ofpreflighting software. Ideally, this research
will be used as a starting block in the knowledge database that anybody involved in the
graphic arts industry must know. With a solid understanding of the basics involved in
creating ready to print digital files, most users will be able to eliminate the common
errors and produce files that will go through the preflight process with little problem.
Creative professionals want their printed files to look like they do on screen and
prepress professionals simply want error free digital files. The software tested assisted in
finding the common errors, but in no way delivered completely error free digital files.
Educators in design schools will also benefit from this information. In favor of
emphasizing creative development, most design programs do not put a strong emphasis
on the technical production skills needed for preparing files for print production. This
may mean that the beginning creative professional will be at a disadvantage when having
to deal with the preflighting of a digital file. This research will assist educators in
pinpointing potential problems creative professionals will face.
Non-creatives will also benefit from this research. For many print service providers,
the customer service representatives (CSR) are often responsible for preflighting the
incoming digital files. If the CSR is not familiar with all the elements and the potential
problems resulting from digital files that have
not been properly prepared for print, they
will not fully benefit from the use ofpreflighting software.
A knowledgeable CSR would
be able to enhance the relationship betweeen the
client and printer by being able to assist
the client in making a print-ready digital
file.
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In a perfect digital workflow, the perfect digital file would seamlessly flow from one
process to the next. However, such
"perfect"
digital files are a rarity in today's
production environment. A solid understanding of the proper techniques involved in
creating digital files, as well as methods, including preflight software, to double-check
every part of the file would ensure that files prepared by creative professionals would
proceed through the production process without delay or corrective action. Further, as
this process matures, it will allow for better automation of processes and the successful
implementation of PDF and JDF workflow models.
Recommendation for Further Investigations
These tests were only performed on two of the RIPs that could be used to drive
output
devices. Further testing would have to include more of the RIPs and as well different
specific RIP settings. It is important to note that since preflighting research began,
Markzware has upgraded FlightCheck and introduced a version that will automatically
preflight as the file is being created, so further testing should include this program to test
the effectiveness of these advances. Another avenue of testing would be to test the
preflight command in Adobe Acrobat.
In this research, the preferences for the preflighting
software were the stock (default)
settings that could be set after loading the program. Further study should include
adjusting these
preferences to obtain an optimized condition. In addition, further study
should include making corrections based
on the preflight reports and then preflighting the
corrected files to determine the effectiveness of those corrections.
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Finally, this research was conducted in a controlled test environment and not a
real-
world situation. A practical test would be to test files before they are sent to prepress. In
an effort to determine which method identifies the most errors that affect output, testing
should include effective ways to correct problems and compare the results of the preflight
reports to preflighting performed by a computer operator. In addition, further testing
would include correcting all errors identified by the software and seeing if the final
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Test Form 1 Preflight Reports
Test Form 1 Adobe InDesign Preflight Report
ADOBE INDESIGN PREFLIGHT REPORT
PUBLICATION NAME: TestForml.indd




Fonts: 0 Fonts Used; 0 Missing, 0 Embedded, 0 Incomplete, 0 Protected
Links and Images: 5 Links Found; 0 Modified, 0 Missing
Images: 0 Embedded, 0 use RGB color space
Colors and Inks: 4 Process Inks; 0 Spot Inks
CMS is OFF
External Plug-ins 0
Non Opaque Objects :None
FONTS
0 Fonts Used; 0 Missing, 0 Embedded, 0 Incomplete, 0 Protected
LINKS AND IMAGES
(Show Problems Only)
Links and Images: 5 Links Found; 0 Modified, 0 Missing
Images: 0 Embedded, 0 use RGB color space
COLORS AND INKS
4 Process Inks; 0 Spot Inks
CMS is OFF
- Name and Type: Process Cyan; Angle: 0.000; Lines/Inch: 0.000
- Name and Type: Process Magenta; Angle: 0.000; Lines/Inch: 0.000
- Name and Type: Process Yellow; Angle: 0.000; Lines/Inch: 0.000
- Name and Type: Process Black; Angle: 0.000; Lines/Inch: 0.000
PRINT SETTINGS









Page Position: Upper Left
Printer's Marks: None
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Bleed: 0 in, 0 in, 0 in, 0 in
Color: Composite RGB
Trapping Mode: None
Send Image Data: Optimized Subsampling
OPI/DCS Image Replacement: No
Page Size: Tabloid




Test Form 1 Adobe InDesign FlightCheck Report
Results for job TestForml.indd
Active Ground Control set: Default
Colors








X One or more spot colors are unused: Error
PANTONE 144 CVC
PANTONE 587 C
PANTONE Warm Red C
Fonts
X Inactive font: Error
Times-Italic
X Unused font: Error
Times-Italic
Images





















Test Form 1 Press PDF FlightCheck Report
Results for job Test_Forml_press.pdf
Active Ground Control set: Default
Images


































Test Form 1 XI PDF FlightCheck Report
Results for job Test_Forml_xl.pdf
Active Ground Control set: Default
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X ICC Profile: Error
Test_Forml_xl.pdf
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Test Form 1 XI PDF FlightCheck Report
Results for job Test_Forml_x3.pdf
Active Ground Control set: Default
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X ICC Profile: Error
Test_Forml_x3.pdf





Test Form 1 XI PDF FlightCheck Report
PitStop Press PDF
Error Effective resolution of color or grayscale image is less than 300 dpi (3x)
Test Form 1 XI PDF FlightCheck Report
PitStop XI PDF
Error Effective resolution of color or grayscale image is less than 300 dpi (3x)
Fixed Changed page box layout in conformity with the press layout specifications
Fixed Removed marked content
Test Form 1 XI PDF FlightCheck Report
PitStop X3 PDF
Error Effective resolution of color
Fixed Changed page box layout in
Fixed Removed marked content
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